Introduction
Over the past decade, genome sequencing has speeded up with the improvement of the various techniques used. The elucidation of genome sequences has made it obvious that one important step in the deciphering of these sequences involves the accurate determination of their repeat content. Repeats, and more particularly transposable elements (TEs), were initially considered to constitute only a negligible part of eukaryotic genomes, although long before sequencing began, it was known that these elements can sometimes account for a major proportion of genomes (Britten and Kohne, 1968) . We now know that, depending on the organism, the proportion of TEs in the genome can differ widely, ranging from a few percent (3% in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae; Kim et al., 1998) to a huge proportion encompassing almost the entire genome (480% in the maize; SanMiguel et al., 1998) , the human genome itself being particularly rich in repeats (which make up about 45%) (The International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2001 ).
Repeats in genomes are classified on the basis of their sequence characteristics and of how they are formed. One category consists of tandem repeats, and includes any sequences found in consecutive copies along a DNA strand. Several different categories of tandem repeats have been defined, depending on the number of repeats and on the size of the repeated units. This group includes microsatellites or simple sequence repeats (short repeat units consisting of 1-6 nucleotides) and minisatellites (longer repeat units consisting of 10-60 nucleotides). Another category, on which this review will mainly focus, is constituted by elements that are found dispersed across the whole genome, and which consists mainly of TEs. TEs can be classified according to the intermediate they use to move (Finnegan, 1989) . Class-I TEs use an RNA intermediate to transpose by a 'copy and paste' mechanism, whereas class-II TEs use a DNA intermediate, to transpose by a 'cut and paste' mechanism. Within each of these classes, TEs are further subdivided on the basis of the structural features of their sequences. The long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons are class-I repeats with direct repeats called LTRs at their extremities and have coding capacities (Figure 1 ). This class of elements is distinguished from that of the non-LTR retrotransposons, which consists of two main subclasses: the long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs), which have coding capacities, and the short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs), which do not (Figure 1 ). The class-II TEs consist of the DNA transposons ( Figure 1 ). More recently, it has been proposed that miniature inverted repeat transposable elements (MITEs), DNA-based elements but which move through a 'copy and paste' mechanism, could represent a new subclass of class-II elements (Wicker et al., 2007) . The capacity of moving enables a given element to replicate itself, thus giving rise to a family that is represented by several copies of the same element. Given the relationship between elements, some families are phylogenetically related, which makes it possible to construct the evolutionary history of these elements (Capy et al., 1997) .
In addition to their numerical importance in genomes, which is what makes these elements responsible for the increase in genome size in most species, TEs are now known to have a major part in genome evolution (Biémont and Vieira, 2006) . Their role includes genome rearrangement because of homologous recombination among copies of a given family, gene innovation through various mechanisms, such as exon shuffling, gene regulation through their own promoter regions, and insertional mutations by direct insertion into genes (Kidwell and Lisch, 2001 ). These various evolutionary implications and the presence of coding regions in some TEs can lead to confusion in gene annotation, and can also complicate the process of genome assembly (Tang, 2007) , which makes it particularly crucial to be able to annotate and classify TEs correctly in genome sequences.
The problem of identifying repeats in sequences is a recurrent difficulty in algorithmics and the automated detection of such elements is no trivial task. It is particularly difficult to determine the real boundaries of these sequences accurately. They have indeed been present within the genome for a long time, and even though copies that belong to a given family are similar in sequence, they are not identical because of evolutionary mechanisms that generate point mutations, rearrangements and indels. These mechanisms result in fragmented, divergent and mosaic copies that are difficult to identify by similarity approaches. Another biological characteristic that makes it difficult to identify their boundaries is that TEs sometimes insert preferentially into other TE copies to form nested elements (SanMiguel et al., 1996; Kaminker et al., 2002) . Depending on the family, the number of copies of a TE can range from one or two copies for an ancient or not very active element to several million, as in the case of the SINEs in the human genome (The International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2001 ). The number of occurrences of a given TE will depend on its activity in the genome, but also on the species analyzed. In the Drosophila genome, the most frequently occurring TE does not exceed hundreds of copies (Kaminker et al., 2002; Lerat et al., 2003) except the newly described DINE-1 elements that display thousand of non-autonomous copies (Kapitonov and Jurka, 2003) . This means that the number of occurrence that can be A-TC Figure 1 The different types of TEs. The LTR retrotransposons have a primer binding site (PBS) on the 3' side, and a polypurine tract (PPT) on the 5' size. Some also present a third ORF coding for env. The pol gene is formed by different domains coding for a protease (PR), an integrase (INT), a reverse transcriptase (RT) and an RnaseH (RH), respectively. The non-LTR retrotransposons have a poly A tail at their 3' extremity. The LINEs display two ORFs whereas the SINEs have no coding capacity. The autonomous helitrons possess a coding capacity for a helicase and an RPA-like (RAPl) single-stranded DNA-binding protein.
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expected in a genome is not constant. This impacts the parameters of a program, which will usually have to be adapted to suit the organisms being analyzed. One last problem that computational approaches have to deal with is the high cost in terms of calculation and memory size when analyzing very large genomes containing high occurrences of repeats.
Another problematic issue concerning TEs, once they have been detected, is to classify them into families and subfamilies. It is quite easy to identify the main classes of TEs, but as soon as we try to go further into a more detailed classification, automatic determination becomes a challenge. The first TEs were described on the basis of molecular biology analyses. Soon after, as a result of systematic searches in different organisms, their growing numbers allowed us to compare them with each other, and discover that different TEs can be phylogenetically related, which made further steps in classification possible. The methods of automatic detection have now made it possible to identify previously unknown elements. The new challenge we now face is how to situate these new elements relative to those already known. The accuracy of the links between TEs is particularly important if we are to understand their fate in genomes, and also to understand the dynamics of the genome itself.
I will try to review the methods currently available for the automatic annotation and classification of TEs in sequenced genomes as exhaustively as possible. I intend to highlight the main characteristics of the programs used, their main goals and the problems they can entail. I will also point out the various drawbacks of these different methods to help biologists who are unfamiliar with algorithmic methods to find their way through the dense forest of repeat identification methodology.
Programs intended to detect TEs and other repeats
The search for TEs and other repeats can be approached in several different ways. This depends on the level of knowledge of the repeats that is taken into account when identifying them in a genome sequence. It is possible to search for a specific element, to search for elements having particular structural features or to search for completely new and unknown elements solely on the basis of their repetitive nature. Table 1 shows the programs that have been developed to date according to the method they use. In two recent reviews, Bergman and Quesneville (2007) and Saha et al. (2008a) have described in greater detail the technical and algorithmic aspects of most of the programs mentioned here. I will not therefore insist on this aspect, but concentrate on describing how the programs are used in practice.
The library-based approaches: search by similarity of sequences In these methods, the repetitive sequences are searched by comparing input data (a genome for example) to a set of reference sequences contained in a library. The library can either be homemade by the user, and tailored to the requirements and the question being asked, or it can be a generalist library, such as the commonly used REPBASE for instance (Jurka et al., 2005) . This library contains curated consensus sequences of repeats from various eukaryotic organisms. The most extensively used librarybased program is REPEATMASKER (Smit et al., 1996 (Smit et al., -2004 . The program was originally designed to mask repeats in sequences to facilitate further investigation of aspects such as assembly and gene detection. It has become a gold standard for any search for repeats and TEs in genomes. The program performs a similarity search based on local alignments using one of the search engines CROSSMATCH or AB-BLAST. The output provided by the program proposes a detailed annotation of the repeats that have been detected, but also a modified version of the input sequences in which the repeats have been replaced by Ns. It has been extensively used alone in various different genome sequencing projects to identify repeats (Arabidopsis thaliana; The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000), the human genome (The International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2001), the fugu fish (Aparicio et al., 2002) , the mouse (The Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2002), the rice ssp indica (Yu et al., 2002) and ssp japonica (Goff et al., 2002) and the rat (The Rat Genome Sequencing Project Consortium, 2004) . It has also been used in combination with other tools for use in the chicken (The International Chicken Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2004) , the 12 Drosophila genomes (The Drosophila 12 Genomes Consortium, 2007) and Bos taurus (The Bovine Genome Sequencing and Analysis Consortium et al., 2009). Other tools apply the same kind of approach used in REPEATMASKER, such as CENSOR (Jurka et al., 1996) , MASKERAID (Bedell et al., 2000) , which is designed to enhance the performance of REPEATMASKER, PLOTREP (Tóth et al., 2006) , and GREEDIER (Li et al., 2008) . The PLOTREP program tries to deal with a recurrent problem that sometimes arises in similarity searches against a library, the fragmentation of some hits in the output. This fragmentation usually results from the presence of indels between the query and the match sequences, but can also be attributable to sequence divergence. After the similarity search step, PLOTREP finds matches that can be merged to form one single copy. This program has not yet been tested on genomic sequences, but the authors concluded that their tool should be able to identify fulllength elements, even if they have been fragmented and disrupted. The GREEDIER program, in addition to finding fragmented repeats, also tries to detect nested elements. Li et al. (2008) have tested it on the Arabidopsis genome and the rice chromosome 10, to compare its performance with that of other tools using the same approach; they concluded that their program was an improvement over standard masking algorithms.
The REPEATMASKER program has been shown to be very efficient and fast. Moreover, it is particularly easy to use. The main drawback of programs based on a similarity search lies in the approach itself. As it is entirely based on homology, it obviously implies that this kind of method can only detect sequences that are already known to exist, and cannot detect completely novel elements. However, REPEATMASKER is often used as the first step in the identification of repeats, and also can be used in concordance with ab initio methods able to generate libraries of new repeats (see below). Moreover, this program is quite effective for finding low copy number families, which sometimes constitute an obstacle for ab initio methods. The signature-based approaches: the search for particular features that characterize a given class of TEs With this kind of approach, the program searches a query sequence for the occurrence of particular structures and motifs that are characteristic of a given type of repeat. This approach can be used to find new elements, but not new class of elements. The limitation of such approaches depends entirely on how much we know about the structure of elements belonging to particular classes, and also on the existence of characteristic structures. Some subclasses of elements are more highly structured than others, and this results in a bias toward detecting subclasses with evident structural characteristics rather than those with few or no conserved structures.
Programs for detecting non-LTR retrotransposons
The programs TSDFINDER (Szak et al., 2002) , SINEDR (Tu et al., 2004) and RTANALYZER (Lucier et al., 2007) have been designed to detect non-LTR retrotransposons. The TSDFINDER program refines the coordinates of L1 insertions that are detected by REPEATMASKER. It first tests to see whether close matches can be merged, and it then searches for the presence of a polyA tail in 3 0 of the sequence, and of target site duplications (TSDs) at both extremities of the copies, and finally, it detects any insertion and transduction events. A TSD consists of a short nucleotide sequence in the chromosome that is duplicated when the element is inserted. The authors of the program used it to analyze the recent L1 insertions in the human genome. The SINEDR program has been designed to detect known SINEs that are flanked by TSDs. The program has been shown to be able to identify a unique family of SINEs in the Aedes aegypti genome. The last program, RTANALYZER, has been designed to detect sequences of retrotransposed origin. It thus detects the signatures of L1 retrotranposition to find out whether the sequence analyzed has been retrotransposed by an L1. The signatures consist of the presence of TSDs, a polyA tail, and an endonuclease cleavage site in the 5 0 end of the sequence. The program calculates a global retrotransposition score on the basis of the signatures detected. It has been implemented as a web application, and is intended for people working on mammalian genomes or gene sequences. Lucier et al. tested the program by using it to find retropseudogenes they had previously identified from human Y RNAs. The program slightly underestimated the number of retrotransposed hits.
Programs for detecting LTR retrotransposons
Several programs have been proposed for detecting new LTR retrotransposons in genomes. These programs, LTR_STRUC (McCarthy and McDonald, 2003) , LTR_PAR (Kalyanaraman and Aluru, 2006) , FIND_LTR (Rho et al., 2007) , RETROTECTOR (Sperber et al., 2007) , LTR_FINDER (Xu and Wang, 2007) and LTRHARVEST (Ellinghaus et al., 2008) are all based on a similar methodology. These programs take into account several structural features of LTR retrotransposons, such as a size range of the LTR sequences, the distance between the two LTRs of an element, the presence of TSDs at each extremity, the presence of critical sites for replication (the primer binding site and the polypurine tract) and the percentage identity between the two LTRs. Moreover, they can also rely on the presence of certain conserved motifs corresponding to the genes they encode. Some of the described features correspond to parameters that can be changed by the users in some programs.
To compare their ability to identify LTR retrotransposons, I tested all the programs on the X chromosome of D. melanogaster (http://www.hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/ goldenPath/dm3/bigZips/). I decided to test these programs as their number was sufficient enough, their methodologies very close and they were all available with no major difficulty to run. Table 2 summarizes the results obtained for each program. The D. melanogaster genome is one of the most intensively annotated, and we possess the full annotation of its TEs. I did not test the RETROSPECTOR program, as it has been specifically designed to detect retroviral sequences in the human genome, whereas the other programs are more generalist in nature. On the X chromosome, 225 copies of LTR retrotransposons have been annotated. Among them, 96 correspond to full-length elements, the only kind of copies that the programs under investigation are able to detect according to their methodology. For each program, I computed the sensitivity, that is the percentage of LTR retrotransposons correctly identified. This corresponds to TP/(TP þ FN), where TP is the number of true positives, which are the known repeats correctly identified by the tool, and FN is the number of false negatives, which are the known repeats not identified by the tool. It is not possible to compute the specificity, which is the proportion of true negatives identified. True negatives correspond to sequences known not to be LTR retrotransposons that are not identified as LTR retrotransposons by the tool. This proportion cannot be estimated in an ab initio approach.
The first program, LTR_STRUC, does not allow any change in its parameters. This program provided 70 candidates, 67 of which corresponded to annotated LTR retrotransposons. Two of the other three hits corresponded to LTR retrotransposons copies missed by the annotation, and also found by the other programs. Overall, this program gives quite good results, as it did not detect many false positives, however, it missed more than 30% of the elements.
The LTR_PAR program gives several results according to different level of confidence, 0 being the lowest level and 1 being the highest level. The level of confidence that gave the best results was level 0.5, which identified 41 copies. However, in each case, the number of false positive was very high, except for confidence level 1, but only 26 LTR retrotransposons were detected. The FIND_LTR program, using the default parameters, yielded 101 candidates, 84 of which corresponded to annotated LTR retrotransposons, and three to new LTR retrotransposons. In their article presenting the LTRHAR-VEST program, Ellinghaus et al. compared it with various other programs and tested different parameters. I run again the FIND_LTR program using the parameters proposed by Ellinghaus et al., and did indeed obtain fewer false positives. I did the same thing using the web application LTR_FINDER (default parameters and parameters proposed by Ellinghaus et al.) . With the default parameters, the number of false positives was higher, but so was the number of true positives. The parameters proposed by Ellinghaus et al. led to the loss of nine true However, the number of false positives was particularly high (123 out of a total of 220 candidates). I also detected the three new LTR retrotransposons copies detected by FIND_LTR and by LTR_STRUC. Using the parameters proposed by the authors of the program to be used in Drosophila, the number of false positives decreased drastically (from 123 to 42), but remained high. Overall, LTRHARVEST and FIND_LTR gave the best results with regard to the number of true LTR retrotransposons detected. However, in each case, the number of false positives was very high, and performance depended considerably on the parameters selected for use.
The parameters that can be changed in the programs are usually the minimum and maximum length of the LTRs, the minimum and maximum distance between them and the minimum percentage of identity between them. These parameters are highly dependent on the organism in which the search is made. This implies that adjustments will always be needed when attempting to apply these programs on new organisms. It also implies that each candidate will need to be analyzed in detail, to make sure it is a true positive, when dealing with organisms for which there is no existing information about the LTR retrotransposon content.
Programs intended to detect MITEs
MITEs are a particular group of TEs that occur in genomes in high copy numbers (Wessler et al., 1995) . They are short (o500 bp), possess terminal inverted repeats (TIRs) at their extremities, and transpose through a DNA intermediate. These elements are devoid of coding parts, and they depend on autonomous DNA transposons to be mobilized (Yang et al., 2009) . Several programs have been designed to recognize these elements in genomes: FINDMITE (Tu, 2001) , TRANSPO (Santiago et al., 2002) , MITE Analysis Kit (MAK) (Yang and Hall, 2003) and MITE Uncovering SysTem (MUST) (Chen et al., 2009 ). The first program, FINDMITE, searches for potential MITEs that satisfy several criteria: particular TSDs, a certain length of TIRs and a minimum and maximum distance between TIRs. This program is able to find new elements, but cannot detect highly divergent copies. It was used on the Anopheles gambiae newly released genome, and detected eight new families of MITEs. The TRANSPO program is based on the detection of TIRs from a query sequence. This means that it cannot find new elements, but unlike FINDMITE, it can detect old copies. It was used to perform a genome-wide analysis of a particular MITE family in the A. thaliana genome. The MAK tool kit groups programs used to automate MITE analysis. From a given MITE sequence, it can retrieve the sequences of other members of the family, identify the neighboring genes and can predict the anchor elements, that is the autonomous elements responsible for the transposition of the MITE. This program is therefore able to find new members of a known family, but can also detect new members of related families. Tested on the Arabidopsis genome, it identified two new families. The MUST program takes an approach that is also based on the detection of TIRs. It searches a genome for all the occurrence of TIRs in a window of a given size (500 bp by default), and for TSDs around them. It then uses a method based on sequence alignment to confirm or reject, and to classify candidate MITEs. Chen et al. tested their program on two bacterial genomes, in which it identified hundreds of candidates. The authors temper their finding by pointing out the necessity for manual verification to eliminate potential false positives. I intended to test these programs but the provided URL of one of the five programs (MAK) does not seem to be valid and prevented me to download it, and the FINDMITE program gave an error when I tried to run it.
A program for detecting helitrons
One program has been recently proposed to detect helitrons in genomes (Du et al., 2008) . Helitrons are a new class of TEs found in animals and plants (Kapitonov and Jurka, 2001 ). These elements have basic features such as conserved short sequences in their 5 0 and 3 0 extremities, palindromes of 16-20 bp corresponding to hairpin loops near the 3 0 end, and flanking A and T host nucleotides at the 5 0 and 3 0 ends, respectively. Considering the 225 LTR retrotransposon copies (full-length, solo-LTR, degraded).
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The HELITRONFINDER program is dedicated exclusively to predicting the HelA type, a particular class of helitron found in maize, by searching in the maize genome sequence for its pattern using the regular expression abilities of the program language used.
The de novo approaches: search for repeats of any kind The idea of de novo approaches is to take advantage of the repetitive nature of TEs and other repeats, without relying on repetitive elements or motifs that are already known. These approaches are intended mainly to discover new repeats, and are becoming particularly valuable as the number of sequenced genomes increases about which we have little or no information concerning their repeat content. These approaches use different kinds of methodology, and their final goals may also differ. Some methods are designed to provide an exhaustive list of repeats in the genome, whereas others (sometimes in addition to doing this) are intended to define families of repeats, sometimes constructing consensus sequences for each family that can subsequently be used as a reference, using REPEATMASKER, for example, to search for the positions and occurrences of these repeats in the genome. There are two main approaches to detecting repeats in a sequence. The first consists of comparing a sequence with itself, and the second consists of searching for the repeated occurrence of small words (known as k-mers), and this can be extended to larger sequences.
Self-comparison approaches
The self-comparison approaches are used by the REPEAT PATTERN TOOLKIT (Agarwal and States, 1994) , RECON (Bao and Eddy, 2002) , PILER (Edgar and Myers, 2005) and the BLASTER suite (used in Quesneville et al., 2005) . The REPEAT PATTERN TOOLKIT was the first attempt to detect repeats using this method. The approach is based on a sequence similarity scoring system, and uses BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) to perform the self-comparison. The grouping of repeats is then formed by clustering. The program was originally tested on chromosome III of Caenorhabditis elegans, which was the longest available contiguous segment of DNA at the time. Agarwal and States showed that it contains 12% of repeats, which is congruent with the estimated amount for the entire genome (Stein et al., 2003) .
The RECON program is one of the most used programs, and it also uses the BLAST program to perform the self-comparison, followed by a clustering method to form repeat families. The method has been tested on a random 3 Mb sample of the human genome (corresponding to 0.1% of the complete genome). It was more recently used to identify repeats in a nematode genome, Ancylostoma caninum (Abubucker et al., 2008) , and in the chicken genome, where it was used in addition to REPEATMASKER (The International Chicken Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2004) .
The PILER program uses another tool to perform the self-alignments called PALS (Pairwise Alignment of Long Sequences). This program identifies certain alignments that form characteristic patterns of a given repeat type to increase the reliability. It distinguishes between the tandem arrays (PILER-TA), which correspond to the satellites, the dispersed families (PILER-DF), which correspond to the TEs, the pseudosatellites (PILER-PS) and the terminal repeats (PILER-TR). A consensus sequence is then generated after multiple alignments of all the members of a family, and this consensus can then be used in a REPEATMASKER search, for example. The program has been tested to identify satellites and pseudosatellites in the Arabidopsis and human genomes, and to identify gypsy like elements in D. melanogaster. It has recently been used to search for repeats in B. taurus (The Bovine Genome Sequencing and Analysis Consortium et al., 2009), and in the 12 Drosophila genomes (The Drosophila 12 Genomes Consortium, 2007), where it was used in addition to other programs, and in the bat genome Myotis lucifugus (Ray et al., 2007) .
In the BLASTER suite, the BLAST program is also used, and then two other programs (MATCHER and GROUPER) are used to map the matches on the genome and cluster the sequences into families. The program has been used by its original authors in several studies in insects and plants, and particularly in D. melanogaster (Quesneville et al., 2005) .
k-mer and spaced seed approaches There are numerous programs based on k-mer approach or on its derivative, the spaced seed approach. In the k-mer method, a repeat is viewed like a substring of length k that occurs more than once in a sequence. The matches have to be identical. The space seed approach is an extension of the k-mer approach, and allows some variations in the sequence of the seed, such as the percentage identity and the length. The programs that use one or other of these methods are as follows: REPUTER (Kurtz and Schleiermacher, 1999) , VMATCH (Kurtz, unpublished) , REPEAT-MATCH (Delcher et al., 1999) , MER-ENGINE (Healy et al., 2003) , FORREPEATS (Lefebvre et al., 2003) , REAS (Li et al., 2005) , REPEATSCOUT (Price et al., 2005) , RAP (Campagna et al., 2005) , REPSEEK (Achaz et al., 2007) , TALLYMER and P-CLOUDS (Gu et al., 2008) .
REPUTER was one of the first programs to apply the k-mer approach. The algorithm is based on a suffix tree data structure. This structure contains all suffixes than can be degenerated from any string. It makes it possible to determine all the exact repetitive substrings in a complete genome. Although the program was not tested on genomic data by the original authors, it has been used in various studies to detect TEs (in Ophiostoma ulmi and O. novo-ulmi, agents of the Dutch elm disease (Bouvet et al., 2006) , Medicago truncatula and Lotus japonicus (Cannon et al., 2006) ). This kind of approach is also found in REPEAT-MATCH and in VMATCH, which is the program that subsumes REPUTER. The MER-ENGINE tool was designed to annotate any sequences rapidly by counting its constituent words, and was not originally intended for use in searching specifically for repeats. The original authors tested their program on the human genome but found significant discordance between annotated repeats and their regions because of the fact that the program cannot find diverged repeats. However, they conclude that the program would be sufficient enough to design probes. The FORREPEATS program is based on a data structure known as factor oracle. It first detects exact repeats in a sequence, and then computes approximate repeats and performs pairwise comparison. The original authors, Lefebvre et al., tested their program on the genome of A. thaliana. The REAS, REPEATSCOUT and TALLYMER programs all build a library of highfrequency, fixed length, k-mers and use them as seeds to define the family of repeats. A particular feature of REAS is that the program is designed to work on sequencing reads rather than on assembled sequences. It was tested on the japonica rice genome. The results gave more than 8000 TE candidates, more than 1200 of which matched known TEs in REPBASE, 707 of the candidates matched TE-related proteins, but the remainder could not be classified and were mainly false positives. The REAS program has also been used with other programs to detect TEs in the 12 Drosophila genomes (The Drosophila 12 genomes consortium, 2007), and in the new assembly of the Bombyx mori genome (The International Silkworm Genome Consortium, 2008) . The TALLYMER program was tested on maize BAC sequences, and the results compared to masking by REPEATMASKER. The two methods gave similar results. The RAP and REPSEEK programs detect approximate repeats in the genome rather than exact repeats. Both programs were evaluated on the C. elegans genome. RAP found some new regions of repeats that correspond to duplicated genes, whereas REPSEEK results showed that 15% of the repeats were not found by REPEATMASKER. The approach of P-CLOUD is based on the hypothesis that repeated elements are grouped into clusters of similar oligos, and that it should be statistically possible to detect clusters of relative oligos. Using this approach, Gu et al., evaluated the repeat content of chromosomes 1 and X of Homo sapiens. The results showed that 50.7% of the sequence was recognized by the program as repeats. Among them, 14.7% were not found by REPEATMASKER, indicating that these sequences may not in fact be TEs, but members of multigenic families, pseudogenes or the result of segmental duplication.
Identification of repeat families
Some of the programs I have already mentioned involve the clustering of repeats into families, whereas others are mainly designed to built repeat families. Of these latter programs, some use tools that detect repeats and then propose other way of defining the repeat families. This is the case for REPEATFINDER (Volfovsky et al., 2001) , which uses either REPUTER or REPEAT-MATCH to define exact repeats as the basis for constructing classes of repeats. It then merges different exact repeats that are close or that overlap. The program was evaluated by its original authors in various organisms: several bacterial genomes and the Arabidopsis and rice genomes. The program showed that most of the detected repeats result from duplication rather than TEs. The REPEATGLUER program (Pevzner et al., 2004 ) is based on a de Bruijn graph to represent the repeats. This graph represents every k-mer in a genome sequence as a node. It then connects two nodes by a directed edge if they are overlapping in the genome. A consensus sequence is built inside each family constructed, and the number of occurrences is determined. The program has been developed to enhance the EULER assembler (Pevzner et al., 2001) .
Evaluating the prediction programs
The large number of methods available for the de novo prediction of repeats makes it necessary to evaluate these approaches, as they cannot be compared solely on the basis of their published description. Indeed, the evaluation of programs by their original authors is usually carried out on different organisms, and the way the results or the data used to compare them are presented, makes it difficult to appreciate the objective capacities of the different programs. An empirical test of some of these tools has been performed by Saha et al. (2008b) . They selected six of the most popular and widely used programs: RECON, REAS, REPEATGLUER, REPEATSCOUT, REPEATFINDER and PILER. Each program was tested on the same data set: rice chromosome 12, which is the chromosome with the highest repeat content in this genome. They evaluated each program on the basis of its computing time, its effectiveness for finding known repeats, its capacity to find new repeats and its ability to identify different types of repeats. They estimated that REAS was the best program for use on unassembled sequence reads, even though it found fewer novel repeats than RECON, and that REPEATSCOUT gave the best results for assembled genomic sequences. They pointed out that some programs produced incoherent results, such as REPEATGLUER, which seemed to show that the data set consisted almost entirely of repeats! The PILER program missed a lot a known repeats, but was one of the fastest programs. REPEATFINDER found a lot of novel repeats, but some of them may have been false positives. Overall, Saha et al. showed that there is considerably variation in the performance of the programs they tested, and that further improvements are essential. They also pointed out some of the problems that I will discuss in the last part of this review.
Other kind of approaches
Some studies have used other kind of approaches to detect repeats. One very interesting approach has been proposed by Caspi and Pachter (2006) . In their method, the authors proposed that by aligning the genomes of closely related species, it would be possible to identify TE insertions that are present in one genome but not in the other(s), as it would result in a large gap in the alignment in the other species sequences. This method makes it possible to detect new insertions, and also to date the corresponding insertion events. One drawback of this approach is that it is very dependent on the quality of the genome alignments, but it also requires the use of sufficiently closely related species. Other methods that have been proposed have attempted to take into account some global particularities of TEs, such as the nucleotide composition, arguing that the base composition of TEs differs from that of the host genes. Andrieu et al. (2004) have developed a method based on a Hidden Markov Model that can be applied on whole genome. This method requires good training data sets, and is also very dependent on the base composition of the genome. It has been shown that TEs, of whatever species, are AT-rich (Lerat et al., 2000 (Lerat et al., , 2002 , which implies that this method would work better in genomes that are GC-rich rather than in AT-rich genomes. The method also implies having to determine the training set all over again for each new genome analyzed. Another method, which is completely different from the previous one, is based on a Fourier transform. The spectral repeat finder (Sharma et al., 2004) analyzes a sequence to identify the length of Transposable element detection tools E Lerat potential repeats by evaluating the power spectrum, which is a Fourier transformation of a sequence of variables in the 'frequency domain'. Each periodic signal (repeats in a sequence) is evidenced as a peak in the power spectrum. High intensity peaks in the power spectrum represent candidates that can be used as seeds to perform local alignment search to detect similar elements and construct a consensus sequence. The greater the number of repeats, the stronger the peaks, which means that this method should work very well for detecting exact tandem repeats.
Some other programs have been developed that are dedicated to the detection of repeats other than TEs. Tandem Repeats Finder (TRF) (Benson, 1999) , Tandem Repeat Occurrence Locator (TROLL) (Castelo et al., 2002) , MREPS (Kolpakov et al., 2003) , TRAP (Sobreira et al., 2006) and Optimized Moving Window Spectral Analysis (OMWSA) (Du et al., 2007) have been developed specifically to detect tandem repeats. The Inverted Repeat Finder (IRF) program (Warburton et al., 2004) was designed to search for inverted repeats.
Classification of repeats into families
The goal of some programs is the automation of the classification of repeats once they have been identified, as it is a very long and difficult process. LTR-MINER (Pereira, 2004) uses the output of REPEATMASKER to identify both complete LTR retrotransposons and solo-LTRs. The RETRO-MAP program iteratively searches for reverse transcriptions to define LTR retrotransposon insertions using the output of a BLAST search (Peterson-Burch et al., 2004) . The DOMAINORGANIZER tool has been designed to classify elements based on the combinations of elementary domains that are characteristic of a given family (Tempel et al., 2006) . These domains are defined as conserved segments in multiple alignments. The TECLASS program is more generalist, and intends to classify repeats according to the main classes of elements (Abrusán et al., 2009) . It is based on an approach of machine learning that uses the oligomer frequencies of the repeats. In REPCLASS, the tool uses different approaches to automatically annotate TEs through three modules . One module involves a homology approach, the second a structural approach that searches for structural features characteristic of different classes of elements and the third is based on a search for TSDs. The results of each of the modules are then combined. All these programs constitute the last step before analyzing the repeat content of a genome.
Grouping different programs: a pipeline of programs Given the number of different programs, all of which have their own qualities and drawbacks, pipelines have been developed that include several of the programs I have already mentioned. Generally a pipeline is developed to answer a particular question. The REPEAT-MODELER pipeline (Smit, unpublished http://www. repeatmasker.org/RepeatModeler.html) includes the programs RECON, REPEATSCOUT, REPEATMASKER and TRF. It uses the output of the RECON and REPEATSCOUT programs to build, refine and classify consensus models of putative interspersed repeats. Quesneville et al. (2005) proposed a 'combined evidence' approach to try to increase the quality of TE annotations at the same level as the gene annotation. To do this, they designed the REPET pipeline, which integrates the findings of homology-based and de novo repeat identification methods (BLASTER, RECON, REPEATMASKER, TRF and MREPS). They tested their pipeline on the D. melanogaster genome, which at the time was the best annotated. Their work added to the number of annotated TEs in this genome. With the aim of improving the annotation of TEs in Dipterans, Smith et al. (2007) used a pipeline known as REPEATRUNNER, that uses PILER, REPEATMASKER and BLASTX. Their analysis of the D. melanogaster genome also increased the proportion of annotated TEs, and provided information about the TE content of the other sequenced Drosophila genomes and of the A. gambiae genomes. To perform an evolutionary analysis of the TEs on mammalian genomes, Giordano et al. (2007) , have developed a package called TRANSPOSON CLUSTER FINDER that can be used to defragment TEs and to identify TEs inserted into each other. To do this, the program uses the output of REPEATMASKER. This tool can be used to establish the chronological order of TE insertions into the human genome. The REANNOTATE tool also uses the output of REPEATMASKER (Pereira, 2008) . It also used the same approach of defragmenting elements, resolving the chronological order of the insertion and estimating the age of the LTR retrotransposons. The program has been applied to the human genome. The TENEST program was also developed to determine the chronological order of TE insertions, and to make it possible to visualize nested elements in plants (Kronmiller and Wise, 2008) . It uses the output of BLAST after a comparison of a repeat database and the genome. The DAWGPAWS pipeline (Estill and Bennetzen, 2009 ) is dedicated to the annotation of genes and TEs in plant genomes. It uses several programs (LTR_STRUC, LTR_FINDER, LTR_PAR, FIND_LTR, FIND-MITE, TRF, REPSEEK, REPEATMASKER and TENEST). The RETROPRED tool was designed by integrating PALS, PILER, MEME and ANN to find particular non-LTR retrotransposons (Naik et al., 2008) . By a sequence homology approach, the TARGET (Tree Analysis of Related Genes and Transposons) pipeline was designed using Blast, the multiple sequence alignment tool MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) and tree reconstruction to characterize not only TEs but also gene families (Han et al., 2009 ). This tool is available as a web interface. The REREP (Read Repeat Finder) pipeline has been designed to help to identify repetitive units before the assembly phase of a genome (Otto et al., 2008 ). The program was tested on one cosmid of Leishmania major, and the sequences from the genome survey sequencing of L. braziliensis, which corresponds to 1.4% of the complete genome.
The problems underlying the programs for identifying TEs and repeats
The existence of programs able to detect repeats and TEs in genomes raises particular problems, some of which have already been pointed out by Saha et al. (2008b) . The first difficulty is to be able to appreciate the value of these numerous programs, as they have not always been cross-tested by different researchers. However, some more specific problems arise from very trivial issues. I tried to determine how easy the different programs are to use by retrieving them, installing them and running them. Some programs are not provided as a downloadable archive, but require a direct request to the Transposable element detection tools authors, who do not always respond. For instance, it was not possible to get hold of the RAP program. Even with Web site address, some programs were not possible to be downloaded because the provided address was no longer valid, like for the MAK or the LTR_MINER programs. Furthermore, some of these programs were the product of a short-term research project, and are no longer maintained. As some of these programs rely on other tools that may have evolved independently, especially their output format, so the program will need to adapt. This problem arose with the REPEATFINDER program, which relies on REPUTER output. The output file format of the last program has changed since REPEATFINDER was published, making this program unusable without tinkering with the code. Saha et al. (2008b) had already brought this issue to light, reporting that they had had to modify some of the programs they tested to make them work. This indicates that the average biologist would not be able to run most of these programs. This issue is also related to the fact that very few programs offer any detailed documentation to help the user to install the program, make it run, let alone modify it. Even with programs that can be downloaded, sometimes parts of the program seem to be missing, and the user has to contact the authors to get hold of them, as it was the case for the FIND_LTR program. A problem also occurred when I tried to use REAS, for which the compilation was particularly fastidious, and necessitated making numerous corrections to the codes. In the end, the program still failed to run, because of a segmentation fault that would have required a detailed inspection of the codes of the program, and for which the authors were of no help. These problems obviously compromise the use of the tools concerned. They reflect either the wish of their authors to control the use of the programs, or in some cases just that these programs correspond to work done at a given time, with no long-term perspective in view. Most of these programs were intended to answer a question that arose at a specific time. The trouble is that rather than trying to use tools that already exist, some authors prefer to develop their own. Developing new softwares when some already exists that could do the job would be justifiable if the aim was to improve the method. But this is rarely the case. However, this determination to make new tools probably also arises precisely from the fact that the existing programs are not easy to use! Another problem arises when trying to use the programs for data of a different kind from that tested in the original publication. The parameters are not always appropriate for all kinds of data. This was revealed by the empirical test carried out by Saha et al. (2008b) , and also by the comparison of LTRHARVEST with similar programs by its authors (Ellinghaus et al., 2008) . When I tested tools intended for finding LTR retrotransposons this problem occurred with LTR_PAR, which did not produce any coherent result for the X chromosome of D. melanogaster, whereas it did work for the yeast genome, the organism on which the program was originally developed. The only way to get results was to contact the author, who was able to produce coherent results, although without providing any explanation for my failure. The need to find the right parameters is a real challenge, especially if the programs are intended for use in detecting de novo TEs. When a new organism is sequenced, with repeats of which we know nothing, it is particularly difficult to decide which would be the best parameters to use to detect them. Moreover, some programs published have not been tested on real data. When this is the case, the results are rarely compared to well-curated annotations that would help to validate the functionality of the program.
With the ever-increasing number of programs comes the need to test them objectively to identify the ones that look most interesting to maintain and develop. There is also a great need to provide users with better information and documentation. Biologists are the only people who can confirm whether the findings of these programs are trustworthy, but very few have been made accessible to people with the level of informatics skills usually possessed by biologists. Detecting repeats in genomes is indeed a major challenge in informatics, but the biological question behind this has to remain the main objective.
Conclusion
The question of which program to use arises from the large number of programs that claim to detect repeats and TEs in genomes. Saha et al. (2008a) and Bergman and Quesneville (2007) suggest that no single program could be sufficiently exhaustive to detect all repeats. This implies that using several different programs and carrying out a cross comparison of their results has the best chance of finding reliable results as any single program. However, this makes it indispensable to test the results provided by each program independently, and not simply rely on the claims made by their authors. The ideal solution would be to test all programs against the same data set to obtain a true comparison of how they perform, but this would demand a huge amount of work and the task is not facilitated by the difficulties encountered in using the programs that are already available, and by the fact that new programs are constantly being published.
